## Setup Guide

### Comprehensive SIM RACING

Use this guide to perfect your setup and maximise your performance.

### Corners

#### In-Game

- **Understeer / Unstable**
  - Less toe
  - Reduce tire pressure (closer to 0)
- **Oversteer**
  - Increase front rebound
  - Increase rear wing
  - Increase A Bar
  - Move brake bias forward
  - Decrease wheel rate
  - Move brake bias rearward
  - More front camber
  - Reduce bumps

#### Out-Game

- **High grip kerbs**
  - Increase front rebound
  - Increase rear wing
  - Increase A Bar
  - Move brake bias forward
  - Decrease wheel rate

#### Other

- **Eighth Out / Eight In**
  - Reduce Bump Stop Rate
  - Reduce Bump Stop Range
  - Increase Preload Differential
  - Increase degraded forces to be comfortable

### Straight

#### General

- **Increased Tire Pressure**
  - Increase front pressure
  - Increase rear pressure
  - Increase pedal force
  - Reduce brake ducts

#### Other

- **Increased Degraded Forces**
  - Increase degraded forces to be comfortable

### Race Conditions

#### Fuel

- **Increased Consumption**
  - Increase consumption

#### Brakes

- **Increased Bump Stop**
  - Increase Bump Stop

#### Tyres

- **Increased Degraded Forces**
  - Increase degraded forces to be comfortable

### Compress

#### In-Game

- **Improved**
  - Less caster
  - Reduced tire pressures

#### Out-Game

- **Increased Degraded Forces**
  - Increase degraded forces to be comfortable

### Comprehensive ASETTO CORSA COMPETIZIONE